Diminished Reality for AR Marker Hiding Based on Image Inpainting with Reflection of Luminance Changes
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Abstract This paper proposes a new diminished reality technique which removes AR markers from a user’s view image. In order to achieve natural marker hiding, three factors should be considered; (1) naturalness of texture generated on a marker area, (2) geometric consistency between consecutive frames, (3) photometric consistency between a marker area and its surrounding. In this study, assuming that an area around a marker is locally planar, the marker area in the first frame image is inpainted using the rectified image to achieve high-quality inpainting. The unique inpainted texture is overlaid on the marker region in subsequent frames according to camera pose for temporal geometric consistency. Global and local luminance changes around the marker are reflected to the inpainted texture for photometric consistency.
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1. Introduction

With the spread of tablet computers and portable game devices with cameras, it is becoming popular to experience applications of video see-through augmented reality (AR) which overlays virtual objects on video capturing the real world. In a number of AR applications, marker-based geometric registration is employed because of its robustness and easiness. However, such marker-based AR applications have the limitation that seamless fusion between virtual objects and the real world is not achieved due to the existence of markers. To overcome this problem, diminished reality techniques, which remove real objects from video images by overlaying background texture onto the object regions, have been proposed. Diminished reality techniques can be classified into two categories: One uses actual background images and the other generates plausible background image from information around target objects.

The former methods generate background texture to be overlaid on markers using actual background scenes. In these methods, there are several ways to capture actual background scenes. Cosco et al. 2) capture the background scene beforehand. Lepetit et al. 3) use past frames that captures the background in video sequence. Other methods 4)~7) use multiple cameras. For the purpose of removing markers in AR applications, the method which captures the background scene beforehand is applicable. However, from a standpoint of a user, it is burdensome to capture background images before placing markers and starting an application.

On the other hand, in the latter methods which generate plausible background image from information around target objects, a user can efficiently start an application without troublesome operations. The proposed method also pays attention on this approach.

These methods visually remove real objects by applying image inpainting techniques which have been developed to remove undesired objects in a static image. In this approach, three factors should be considered to achieve natural marker hiding: (1) naturalness of texture generated on a marker area, (2) geometric consistency between consecutive frames, (3) photometric consistency between the marker area and its surroundings. We review conventional methods while paying attention to these factors and highlight our contribution in the following.

(1) Naturalness of generated texture

Siltanen 8) generates a texture on a marker area by determining each pixel value in the marker area from several pixel values of specific positions around the marker. This method can generate textures very fast. However, it is difficult to generate natural and complex
textures by such a simple approach. In order to synthesize more natural textures, Herling et al. \(^9\) have applied exemplar-based image inpainting method \(^11\) with high-speed approximate nearest neighbor search \(^12\) to diminished reality. In this method, the whole input image except a marker area is searched for texture patterns similar to the pattern around the target marker area, and pixel values in the target area are determined using the similar patterns. Although exemplar-based inpainting methods yield good results in many cases, it is known that they are weak for perspective distortion such as shown in Fig. 1(a). To solve this problem, the proposed method inpaints a marker region using the image in which the perspective distortion is corrected as shown in Fig. 1(b) based on the assumption that an area around the marker is locally planar.

(2) Geometric consistency between consecutive frames

Siltanen \(^8\) and Herling et al. \(^9\) generate textures in every frame. Therefore, they tend to cause unnatural geometric changes between frames. Although Herling et al. \(^9\) attempt to reduce texture flickering between frames by propagating patch correspondences in image inpainting, it is insufficient to achieve geometric consistency between frames taken with large camera motion. On the other hand, Korkalo et al. \(^10\) overlay the unique texture inpainted in the first frame according to camera pose instead of inpainting every frame. Our proposed method also employs the same approach to achieve temporal geometric consistency.

(3) Photometric consistency between marker area and its surroundings

Siltanen \(^8\) and Herling et al. \(^9\) implicitly adjust the colors of texture according to global luminance changes, which are caused by changes of ambient illumination and photometric parameters of camera, as shown in Fig. 2(a), by using exemplar textures from the current frame image. On the other hand, Korkalo et al. \(^10\) have employed a method that explicitly treats global luminance changes. This method generates a low-resolution texture for the current frame and combine the texture with high-resolution texture generated using the first frame. As far as we know, there has been no method that explicitly solves the problems of both global and local luminance changes, which are caused by cast shadow, like in Figs. 2(a) and (b). In the proposed method, both global and local luminance changes around the marker are explicitly detected and the changes are reflected to the inpainted texture to achieve photometric consistency.

In summary, our solutions for above problems are; (1) correction of perspective distortion in image inpainting for natural texture generation, (2) use of the unique inpainted texture in all the frames for temporal geometric consistency, and (3) explicitly considering both global and local luminance changes for photometric consistency. In the proposed method, explicitly considering both global and local luminance changes around the marker are used instead of using AR markers, and the positions of markers need to be fixed while hiding markers.

2. Overview of Proposed Method

Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed pipeline. The method consists of two processes: (A) image inpainting for generating texture for marker areas, and (B) marker hiding by reflecting luminance changes and overlaying the inpainted textures on marker areas for every frame. Because image inpainting process (A) requires several seconds in order to generate a high-quality background texture, we perform processes (A) and (B) concurrently not to keep a user waiting. If multiple markers exist in a scene, a set of processes (A) and (B) is independently and concurrently performed for each marker in order not to decrease the frame rate.

In this section, we describe processes (A) and (B) briefly. We then describe process (B) in detail in Sec-

---

Fig. 1 Correction of perspective distortion.

Fig. 2 Types of luminance changes.

Fig. 3 Overview of Proposed Method.
2.1 Image Inpainting

For process (A), an exemplar-based inpainting method is applied to the first frame image whose perspective distortion is corrected by process (B). The correction of perspective distortion is effective for exemplar-based inpainting methods to give better results as shown later in Fig. 13 because that unifies the size and shape of texture patterns used as exemplars.

As an inpainting method, an arbitrary exemplar-based inpainting method using global optimization such as Wexler’s method and our previous method is applicable in the proposed framework. Generally, in such exemplar-based image inpainting methods, an energy function is defined based on the similarity between a missing region and the remainder of image. The missing region is then iteratively restored so as to minimize the energy function. As the concrete steps of process (A), the marker area in the rectified first frame is specified as a missing region (a-1). The region is inpainted by alternately searching for similar patterns (a-2) and updating pixel values (a-3) until the energy converges. In this process, the tentative inpainted result is passed to process (B) at each iteration (a-4).

2.2 Marker Hiding

In process (B), a scene containing a marker is first captured (b-1). The marker is detected and the input image is rectified by calculating homography matrix $H$ as if the scene is observed with the viewing direction perpendicular to the marker (b-2). Luminance changes around the marker are then detected (b-3), and the luminance of the texture generated by process (A) is adjusted according to the changes around the marker (b-4). Finally, the adjusted texture is overlaid onto the marker area in the original input image using inverse homography matrix $H^{-1}$ (b-5). In the following section, we describe steps (b-2) to (b-5) in detail.

3. Marker Hiding with Reflection of Luminance Changes

3.1 Correction of Perspective Distortion

As shown in Fig. 4, perspective distortion of an input image is corrected by converting the image as if the scene is captured by a camera in front of the marker in step (b-2). Concretely, four corner points of a marker are extracted from an input image, and homography matrix $H$ is calculated from four pixel pairs between the extracted corners and four corner points of the fixed size square through all frames on a rectified image.

By correcting the perspective distortion, the size and shape of a texture pattern are unified. That not only results in generating high-quality texture by image inpainting in process (A), but also easily determines pixel correspondences between different frames of input images for detecting luminance changes of textures in steps (b-3) and (b-4).

3.2 Detection and Reflection of Luminance Changes

The luminance of the inpainted marker region generated by process (A) is adjusted by detecting both local luminance changes (e.g. by cast shadows) and global luminance changes (e.g. by ambient illumination changes and camera parameter changes) in order to preserve photometric consistency with high-quality.

In these steps, a region including a marker is divided into regular grids as shown in Fig. 5. Here, we do not directly use the amplitude of luminance changes in the marker region but estimate it from the marker’s surrounding region $\Psi$ (grid with a diagonal line in Fig. 5) because photometric properties of markers and the sur-
Fig. 6 Detailed steps in step (b-3) in Figure 3.

Fig. 7 Adjustment of luminance of inpainted texture.

global luminance change ratios in detail.

3.2.1 Detection of Shadow Regions around Marker

In shadow detection step (b-3-1), assuming that cast shadows do not exist in the first frame and the intensities of cast shadow regions are much smaller than other regions, we use divided grids in surrounding region $\Psi$ as shown in Fig. 8. Provisional global luminance change ratio $\delta$ for the regions in which cast shadows do not exist in $\Psi$ is then calculated in an iterative manner, and cast shadow regions are detected using the calculated change ratio $\delta$.

Concretely, images of the first frame and the n-th frame are first smoothed with Gaussian filter to reduce the influence of noise. Provisional global luminance change ratio $\delta_t$ in the t-th iteration is then calculated as follows:

$$
\delta_t = \frac{\sum_{u_p \in \Psi} \omega(u_p) \bar{I}_n(u_p)}{\sum_{u_p \in \Psi} \omega(u_p) I_1(u_p)},
$$

where $\bar{I}_n(u_p)$ is the average of pixel values in grid $u_p$ ($p$ is a grid index) in the rectified n-th frame image. Here, because weight $\omega(u_p)$ should be small in non-shadow regions, $\omega(u_p)$ is defined using luminance change ratio $\delta_{t-1}$ in the $(t-1)$-th iteration as follows:

$$
\omega(u_p) = \frac{1}{\text{dif}(u_p) + 1},
$$

where we set $\delta_0 = 1$ in the first iteration. After iterating the above processes several times, the grid whose dif value computed by Eq. (4) is larger than a threshold is determined as the cast shadow region.

After classifying each grid into shadow region and non-shadow region, the above processes using Eqs. (2) to (4) are performed pixel-wise by replacing grids in Eqs. (2) to (4) with pixels in two adjacent grids between which a shadow boundary exists. As a result, each pixel is classified into shadow region and non-shadow region.
3.2.2 Interpolation of Shadow Regions

Assuming that a boundary of a cast shadow in a marker is straight, the shadow region is interpolated in the marker in step (b-3-2). From an image representing shadow regions as shown in Fig. 9(a), the boundary pixels of the cast shadow on the boundary line between region Ψ and the marker are detected. Then pairs of shadow boundary pixels are decided and connected. Concretely, to decide pairs of the shadow boundaries, the following cost function is used.

\[ C = |\beta_i - \theta_{ij}| + |\beta_j - \theta_{ij}|, \]

(5)

where \( \theta_{ij} \) indicates the gradient direction of shadow boundary in connecting pixel \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) (\( j \) is a pixel index and \( i \neq j \)). \( \beta_i \) and \( \beta_j \) indicate the gradient direction of shadow at pixel \( x_i \) and \( x_j \), respectively. These directions are calculated by the following equation.

\[
\theta = \begin{cases} 
\tan^{-1}\left( \frac{I_x}{I_y} \right) & (L_x > 0) \\
\tan^{-1}\left( \frac{I_x}{I_y} \right) + \pi & \text{(otherwise)} 
\end{cases},
\]

(6)

where \( L_x \) and \( L_y \) represent the magnitude of horizontal and vertical edges and calculated by convolving a 3 \( \times \) 3 region including a boundary pixel in the image whose pixel values are \( I(x) \) with horizontal and vertical Prewitt filters, respectively, as shown in Fig. 10. The optimal pair which gives the smallest cost \( C \) is decided, and the next pair is decided after removing the optimal pair. This process is iterated until all pairs are decided. Next, as shown in Fig. 9(b), all the pairs are connected with straight lines and the area surrounded by shadow boundaries is set as shadow region.

3.2.3 Calculation of Local Luminance Change Ratio

Local luminance change ratio \( \beta \) is calculated using pixels in the shadow region in region Ψ as follows:

\[
\beta = \frac{\sum_{x_i \in S} I_n(x_i)}{\sum_{x_i \in S} I_1(x_i)}.
\]

(7)

where \( S \) is a set of pixels in the shadow region in Ψ.

3.2.4 Calculation of Global Luminance Change Ratio

In step (b-3-4), a luminance change ratio of each grid in marker’s surrounding region Ψ is calculated, and luminance change ratios in the marker are then estimated. Calculation of global luminance change ratio around marker

Luminance change ratio \( \hat{\alpha}_p \) in each grid \( u_p \) in region Ψ is ordinarily calculated with the ratio of sum of pixel values in a grid between the first frame and the current \( n \)-th frame as follows:

\[
\hat{\alpha}_p = \frac{\sum_{x_i \in u_p} I_n(x_i)}{\sum_{x_i \in u_p} I_1(x_i)}.
\]

(8)

Here, it should be noted that, in case that cast shadows exist in some grids, it is difficult to properly estimate global luminance change ratios in a marker because of the influence of cast shadows. To exclude the influence of cast shadows, as shown in Fig. 11, luminance change ratio \( \hat{\alpha}_p \) of the grid \( u_p \) which includes cast shadows in region Ψ is replaced using luminance change ratios \( \hat{\alpha}_q \) and \( \hat{\alpha}_r \) of both ends of the cast shadow grids \( u_q \) and \( u_r \) (\( q \) and \( r \) are grid indexes and \( p \neq q \neq r \)) as follows:

\[
\hat{\alpha}_p = \frac{(D - d)\hat{\alpha}_q + d\hat{\alpha}_r}{D},
\]

(9)

where \( D \) represents the Manhattan distance between grids \( u_q \) and \( u_r \). \( d \) is the Manhattan distance between grids \( u_p \) and \( u_q \).
Estimation of global luminance change ratio in marker

Global luminance change ratios in a marker are interpolated using the calculated change ratios in region $\Psi$. On the assumption that adjacent grids have close luminance changes under global luminance changes such as ambient illumination changes, global luminance change ratio of each grid is calculated so as to minimize the following cost function $E$.

$$E = \sum_{(p,q) \in R} (\hat{\alpha}_p - \hat{\alpha}_q)^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$R$ is a set of all index pairs of neighboring grids. The luminance change ratio which minimizes $E$ satisfies the following equation.

$$\frac{\partial E}{\partial \hat{\alpha}_p} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where grid $u_p$ is in the marker. Each global luminance change ratio for each grid is uniquely calculated with a system of equations because the number of the above equations is equal to the number of parameters. After calculating a change ratio for each grid, the change ratio is set to the central pixel of the grid and global luminance change ratio $\alpha_i$ for each pixel $x_i$ in the marker is calculated by bilinear interpolation.

### 3.3 Overlay of color-adjusted texture

The color-adjusted texture in step (b-4) is overlaid on the marker region using inverse matrix of homography $H$, which is calculated in step (b-2). Concretely, as shown in Fig. 12, the rectified image in which the color of inpainted texture is adjusted is converted using inverse homography matrix $H^{-1}$. The pixel values in the target region of the converted image are then copied to the pixels in the original input image.

### 4. Experiments

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we have carried out experiments by placing markers on several environments. In the first experiment, we verify the effectiveness of correcting perspective distortion for image inpainting by comparing inpainted results using original and rectified images as inputs. Next, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed method comparing results with several approaches. Finally, we show two examples of augmented reality applications using the proposed method.

In experiments, we used a PC with Core i7 3.47 GHz CPU and 12 GB of memory and a USB camera with automatic white balance and gain. As an inpainting method, we used our inpainting method \(^{14}\) with high-speed searching method \(^{12}\). The resolution of input images is $640 \times 480$. We set parameters as shown in Table 1 balancing the quality of image inpainting and processing cost.

### 4.1 Verification of Effectiveness of Correcting Perspective Distortion

Fig. 13 shows the comparison of inpainted results for two kinds of images (a) and (e) using original and rectified images as input for image inpainting. From the results in figures (c) and (g), it can be seen that unnatural textures are generated from original images because appropriate samples for inpainting do not exist due to
the perspective distortion. On the other hand, as shown in figures (d) and (h), natural textures are successfully generated by the proposed method using rectified images (b) and (f). From these results, we confirm that perspective distortion correction is effective to inpaint marker regions.

The processing time for image inpainting was eight seconds on average. Therefore, in the prototype system, we can experience AR applications with completely inpainted results in about eight seconds after starting applications.

4.2 Comparison of Marker Hiding Results

We compared results by four approaches using two sequences. Sequence 1 consists of 360 frames and includes ambient illumination changes as shown in Fig. 14. Sequence 2 consists of 340 frames and includes cast shadows as shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Figure (a) indicates input images, (b) indicates results by inpainting for every frame, which is conventional approach 9), (c) indicates results by the proposed method without reflection of luminance changes, (d) indicates results by the proposed method with reflecting only global luminance changes, and (e) indicates results by the proposed method with reflecting both local and global luminance changes.

For sequence 1 including ambient illumination changes, in the results by the inpainting for every frame shown in Fig. 14(b), it can be seen that some frames give good results but some frames give unnatural textures on the marker region due to the perspective distortion, resulting in not preserving temporal geometric consistency. On the other hand, temporal geometric consistency is preserved by the proposed method as shown in Figs. 14(c), (d) and (e). Although photometric consistency is not achieved without reflection of luminance changes as shown in Fig. 14(c), natural textures are generated with reflecting only global luminance changes as shown in Fig. 14(d). Combining adjustment methods for local and global luminance changes also gives great results without adverse effects as shown in Fig. 14(e).

For sequence 2 including cast shadows, the geometry of results by inpainting for every frame is different from each other as shown in Figs. 15 and 16(b). Unlike this result, the temporal geometric consistency is preserved by the proposed method. On the other hand, we can also confirm that photometric consistency is not achieved without the reflection of luminance changes as shown in Figs. 15 and 16(c). In the scene including cast shadows, reflecting only global luminance changes gives blurry shadow edges as shown in Fig. 15(d). However, combining the methods for local and global changes gives clear cast shadows in the marker region as can be seen in Fig. 15(e). From the results with various viewpoints shown in Fig. 16, we can see that the proposed method which uses the unique inpainted result for all the frames can preserve temporal geometric consistency in case of a largely moving camera as well as photometric consistency. In the 4th frame of sequence 2 in Fig. 16, we can recognize that inpainting has not finished yet, but in the 20th frame, the whole texture has mostly been completed although the inpainting has not finished yet at the time. This is because the in-
Fig. 14 Sequence 1 including ambient illumination changes (continuous frames)

Fig. 15 Sequence 2 including cast shadows (continuous frames)
painting method with searching method employs a multi-scale approach, resulting in mostly generating geometry of texture for the whole target region in a few seconds.

The frame rate was 19.7 fps for sequence 1 and 18.8 fps for sequence 2, respectively. The reason why the frame rate for sequence 2 is a little smaller is that it costs an additional time to detect cast shadows and interpolate shadow regions in the marker.

4.3 Examples of AR Applications by Hiding Markers

We have constructed prototype AR systems using the proposed marker hiding technique considering scenarios of hiding markers in playing games and simulating furniture arrangement with portable devices. In the AR systems, virtual objects are overlaid after markers are hidden every frame. Top and bottom images in Figs. 17(a) and (b) show the input images with markers and the output images in which markers are removed and virtual characters and furniture are overlaid, respectively. As can be seen from the result in Fig. 17(a), we can be absorbed in playing games without noticing the existence of markers. As can be seen from the result in Fig. 17(b), the markers do not ruin the atmosphere of the room when we confirm whether the furniture matches the room or not.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a new diminished reality technique for removing AR markers. Correcting the perspective distortion of images enables high-quality image inpainting. Geometric and photometric consistencies of generated textures for marker regions are achieved by reflecting both local and global luminance changes separately and overlaying the texture on the marker according to camera motion. In experiments, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method using several sequences. In future work, we will develop a marker hiding method for a non-planer background and consider more complex luminance changes such as curved cast shadows. We will also aim at developing a diminished reality method for removing various real objects from video images in conjunction with a localization and mapping method.
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